
TWS LED Wall Pack

Commercial Outdoor

 � Adjustable Lumen Output              
TWS: 1,000 | 1,700 | 2,400

 � Switchable Color Temperature:  
3000K/4000K/5000K

 � Switchable photocell provides  
dusk-to-dawn operation

 � Replaces up to 100W MH

 � Energy savings up to 80%  
when replacing HID

 � MVOLT: 120-277V

 � Bronze finish with an impact-
resistant polycarbonate lens 

TWS LED wall packs offer a traditional shape you’ve grown accustomed to, 
coupled with the technology you need. Featuring adjustable lumen output, 
color switching and a switchable photocell, TWS LED wall packs allow for 
customized solutions to meet the unique requirements of each job site with  
18 configurations in one product!

Designed to blend in effortlessly, TWS LED wall packs eliminate unsightly marks 
and stains left by replacing older fixtures as their size and dimensions are the 
same as the typical legacy HID wall pack. Replace one or replace them all, TWS 
LED wall packs are cost-effective, energy efficient, and always in stock making 
them an ideal solution for many outdoor applications.

Classic Appearance. Modern Features.

Visit www.lithonia.com for more information

TWS Key Features
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TWR/TWS LED Wall Packs

Choose a traditional style with TWR and TWS wall-
packs to match the legacy HID look with the added 

benefits of upgraded performance and features 
and provides exceptional energy savings. 

TWX LED Wall Packs

Choose a contemporary style with the  
low-profile form of the TWX wall-packs  

that cover the footprints of a typical HID wall  
pack and deliver up to 13,850 lumens.

TWS LED Wall Pack

Catalog Number CI Code UPC Features

TWS LED ALO SWW2 MVOLT PE DDB *280JKF 00196183403322

Choose Your Style

TWS LED Wall Pack

The TWS LED wall packs include three adjustable lumen settings, three switchable color temperatures, and a switchable 
photocell to provide superior flexibility for project-specific customization that is easy to adjust on location. 

Choose Your Options On the Fly

 � Switchable Photocell
 � Adjustable Lumen
 � Switchable Color

ALWAYS

IN STOCK


